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as far away as this there should be no difference. I am very
pleased to meet you." I stood and talked to him for a few
minutes and marvelled at this knowledge of our tongue—and
all the clothes he wore were a short fibre skirt dyed in gay colours
and a few rows of beads.
Once more we embarked in the canoes but the tide was low
and the launch a long way off. An hour and a half it took us to
reach it and over two hours more to arrive alongside our steamer.
There, after entertaining the Japanese officials, we said good-bye
to our kind hosts and steamed slowly through the coral reefs
toward the setting sun.
Of the islands that I visited. Yap, which we reached a day
after leaving Ponape, is the most primitive. The inhabitants
have not changed and refuse to change. The women still wear
the rustling crinoline-like skirts of grass and are naked above
the waist. The type is a very low one and in addition these
unfortunate people are stricken with tuberculosis. Their
condition is receiving the utmost attention from the Japanese but
very little has been achieved in raising the standard of the people
and still less in staving off the malady. It is often said that
tuberculosis in the South Sea Islands has been introduced and
propagated by the introduction of European customs and
apparel. In this case it is certainly not so for in no island have
both been less adopted, and yet the population is in danger of
extermination from the ravages of the disease.
On the arrival of our steamer the Governor of the Island took
my fellow passenger and myself in native canoes across the
shallow lagoon to visit the great Community House of the young
men of the island. This large building was originally used for
the segregation of the native youths who on reaching the age of
puberty were separated from the rest of the population, and
subjected to a system of rigorous discipline. No woman or girl
was allowed to cross the threshold. This custom is now aban-
doned, the Japanese authorities having put a stop to it and the
house is now used only as a place of tribal gatherings when
matters affecting native welfare and customs are discussed in
which the Japanese authorities take no part so long as the laws
are not broken. The Community House consists of one immense
room, with a high pitched roof supported on massive columns,
each the trunk of a forest tree. The interior is decorated in crude
painting. No nails are used in construction. The woodwork is
interfitted and bound with fibre cord. High up across the beams

